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Introduction
According to a Forbes study, of respondents with revenue over $10 billion, “56% believed much of their 

innovation was derived from their diverse workplace.” (Egan, 5). As one of the top issues facing Human 

Resources, we know you need to build a solid case for diversity in the workplace. In addition to building 

a case for diversity, you need to build a diversity hiring strategy that will result in real, successful hires. 

Building a case for diversity in the workplace is no doubt at the top of most HR professionals list of things 

to do, but actually hiring diverse candidates is a completely different ballgame and is a challenge that 

most companies face. The idea behind achieving a talented diverse workforce can undeniably improve 

business performance. Once the decision to hire for diversity is set in motion, how do HR professionals 

actually make it happen? More specifically, how can you be certain that your recruiting efforts will produce 

real results in terms of diversity hires for your organization? Most HR professionals end up creating a 

diversity hiring strategy that looks quite similar to a traditional hiring approach, and while they do end 

up with hirable candidates, there are often very few diversity candidates in the mix. How do you create 

a strategy with assured steps and processes? And what strategy will give you the results to turn you into 

a diversity hiring guru? At SourceCast, we’re specialists in sourcing for diversity talent, and we know 

what you need to do to get real results. There are four components that are essential to diversity hiring. 

Implement these four components in your diversity hiring strategy, and you’ll be on your way to hiring 

diverse candidates.

1. Compelling Job Descriptions Attract Superior Candidates
From the beginning, it’s very important to properly understand the candidates you want to hire, 

as well as the themes and language that attract them. If you don’t have an attractive job description for 

diversity, it won’t matter where you source or the extent to which you try to hire diverse candidates. When 

hiring for diversity, you have to understand who you’re marketing your jobs to. That really is what you’re 

doing: marketing your jobs to potential, hopefully qualified, applicants to view and apply. Before you can 

effectively do so, you need to know what works and what doesn’t with your target audience. Here are a 

few things to consider when attracting diverse candidates:

• Job Seeker Challenges: What challenges do your job seekers face? How can you remedy the 

situation? Are you addressing the challenge that these job seekers are facing through your job 

requirements, such as lack of accommodations, etc.?

• Job Seeker Characteristics: Who is the ideal candidate you’re searching for when hiring diversity? 

What tools are these individuals using when job searching? What languages do these potential 

applicants respond well to? Do they possess easily transferable skill sets, or do you need to make an 

extra effort to translate their qualifications to your requirements? 

The Top 4 Components of a Successful Diversity Hiring Strategy
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• Job descriptions: Are you writing job descriptions that are inclusive to diversity and minority 

candidates? Are your job descriptions currently attracting the talent you’re seeking? Are all the 

requirements on the job description absolutely necessary?

A good starting point is to communicate and interact with representative groups for this audience to gain 

broad insight. Take some time to reach out and network with organizations that include your intended 

audience. Here are some examples:

• Goodwill

• Easter Seals

• National Black MBA Association (NBMBAA)

• National Association of Commissions for Women (NACW)

• The Hispanic Alliance for Career Enhancement (HACE)

• Other Community-based Organizations 

Through learning about the characteristics and challenges of diverse candidates, you can create hiring 

practices, and more specifically job descriptions, that are more inclusive of diverse candidates, thereby 

increasing the quality of the candidates that apply for your positions. Hiring diversity candidates requires 

different techniques than what you may be used to implementing for traditional hiring. You may come to 

realize that certain job requirements for hiring “ideal” candidates are not actually possessed by employees 

currently doing these jobs and may be pushing away the diverse candidates that you’re looking to hire.

2. Choose a Source that Guarantees Qualified Candidates 
Now that you understand how to attract diversity candidates by writing a compelling job 

description, you need to source your position in the right place where your audience searches for 

employment opportunities. It makes no difference how many sources you’re using if you’re not using the 

right one(s)! According to author John Zappe of ERE Media, 30-50% of recruiting efforts are considered 

corporate failures. Unknown to many HR professionals is the fact that often times, diversity job seekers 

require additional guidance when applying for jobs beyond independently searching online on a job 

board. According to a report prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, almost 30% of disabled job 

seekers in 2012 reported using career assistance programs. Consider using a source that involves an 

experienced professional who refers qualified candidates and has the expertise to match up job seeker 

qualifications with your position requirements. Studies show that 81% of individuals with disabilities (IWDs) 

see their own disability as their largest barrier to gaining/regaining employment (BLS Report). Often times, 

to overcome what is thought to be a barrier, these job seekers rely on career counselor assistance to: 
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• Apply for the best fit jobs based on qualifications and job descriptions 

• Request special accommodations if needed

• Pre-qualify and ultimately send candidate referrals

A source that can provide such assistance to individuals with disabilities is far more likely to send you 

qualified candidates that match the requirements that you’re looking for. The result of choosing the right 

source over a wrong source will make a huge difference in hiring while also saving you time, money, and 

increasing your productivity. Consider looking into sources that run government-sponsored employment 

assistance programs that can provide you qualified candidates. A lot of diversity candidates opt for this 

kind of support and one-on-one attention that these programs provide. Examples of different career 

assistance programs include:

• Vocational Rehabilitation Centers

• One-Stop Career Centers

• Ticket to Work Program

• Community-based Organizations

Any of these centers and programs provide the assistance that many of these diversity candidates 

may require. These programs not only hold the key to where the diversity job seekers are, but they 

also provide the pre-qualifying processes that allow only quality candidates to enter your pipeline for 

your open positions. For the quality of service, these options are key to enhancing your diversity hiring 

initiative. 

These career centers provide professional counselors who are trained in matching a wide range of 

applicants with the right jobs for their skill sets. These professionals can also provide intermediary 

communication between job seeker and employer to aid the qualifying and referral process for each job 

listing. Job boards and other online tools can often be challenging for diversity candidates, especially 

when they need additional accommodations or have skill sets that are not directly equivalent to civilian job 

requirements. Enlisting the support of such centers can make all the difference in the type of candidates 

that you receive to your open positions.

3. Reach Out for Your Outreach
According to the latest VEVRAA and Section 503 regulations, appropriate outreach is required. 

While speaking to the HR community, we learned that HR professionals lack confidence in their outreach 

performance and have a difficult time seeing the benefits of their efforts. We often see our clients 
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frustrated and confused with how to conduct their required outreach. According to a SHRM report, 61% of 

their Fortune 1000 respondents are improving outreach initiatives to improve their diversity hiring efforts. 

Writing an effective job description and choosing a source of qualified candidates is not enough to hire 

for diversity; effective outreach must also be a part of the hiring strategy. Our secret to diversity hiring 

success is to establish an open line of communication with your source so that your source can refer the 

right type of qualified candidates that meet the needs of your company. The good news is that the sources 

we’ve listed above are people-focused, meaning you have the opportunity to communicate with real 

people. Real people make it real easy to communicate about your open job listings, potential revisions for 

more effective job descriptions, and so much more. When you have a source that provides easy, effective 

communication, it’s not “outreach” anymore. It’s more like “reaching out” and it’s specifically tied to your 

open positions. With this kind of open communication, you can hire faster and more efficiently. 

4. Tracking Makes Diversity Hiring Perfect
We cannot emphasize enough how important tracking by source is to a successful 

hiring strategy. With 58% of HR professionals not tracking where their applicants are coming from 

(CareerBuilder), there is no way to quantifiably assess your sources.  You need to assess the number of 

applicants that made it to the interview stage and were ultimately hired. This can provide crucial data 

that proves whether your source is providing you what you need. If you aren’t seeing the numbers, then 

stop wasting time on the wrong sources. According to a SHRM report, 75% of respondents are improving 

their diversity initiatives by improving recruiting efforts. That means: better sourcing, qualified hires, and 

improved workplace diversity. You cannot support or oppose current processes if there’s not data facts. 

Whether you are tracking for your own internal assessment or for OFFCP compliance, you should use 

sources that maintain all of your tracking data together in efficient formats. The more detailed you are, the 

better. Include assessment dates and notes, improvement practices, number of interviews and hires, and 

sources. With all your data located  in a specific place, you will find it easier to notice patterns and make 

more informed decisions on how to modify your diversity hiring strategy based on your organization’s 

needs.
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Now that you have the four crucial components to building a successful diversity hiring strategy, 

we hope you see that there has to be a difference between your traditional hiring practices and 

diversity hiring. Diversity hiring relies upon your accurate knowledge of your target candidate, quality 

hiring sources, communication with your source, and the documentation of your strategy. With these 

components, you will be able to improve your diversity hiring initiatives and ultimately receive pre-qualified 

candidates that fit your organization. 

Conclusion
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Achieving superior business performance requires a talented diverse workforce. 

We’re committed to achieving diversity hiring results for companies nationwide. 

We believe that hiring results significantly depend on how and where you source 

for diversity. Our secret to diversity hiring success is providing a source of qualified 

candidates precisely matching the career opportunities for every company. 

SourceCast is dedicated to providing superior candidates through a reliable network 

of experienced diversity talent sources who hand select qualified candidates based    

on a deep understanding of the job seeker and the true needs of each company. 

Through the delivery of pre-qualified candidates, we provide an unparalleled selection 

of diversity hires resulting in better recruiting performance for every organization.

About Us
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Disclaimer
This document is not meant to be legal advice, but intended to provide helpful assistance with understanding 

the regulations of the Department of Labor’s Office of Federal Contractor Compliance Programs (OFCCP). The 

Department of Labor does not endorse this publication.

 

©2016 SourceCast, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The content of this document, or parts thereof, may not be reproduced 

in any form and for any purpose without written consent from SourceCast. 

For questions or comments about this publication, please contact:

 1-877-693-3326  

info@sourcecast.net
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